People Don't Get It! Trump's Motives Will Save America
for Everyone whether Republican, Democrat, or Independent!
When the Dollar collapses, whether intentionally or not, we have nothing to
bounce back on because our industry has been moved over seas! Undoubtedly, this
has been accomplished intentionally over time.
Additionally, our gold reserves, including massive amounts gained during WWII,
has been stolen. The Federal Reserve hasn't allowed anyone inside Fort Knox for well
over a half-century now. On 9/11, our largest gold reserve under the World Trade
Center towers was confiscated. This was presumably the second largest gold reserve in
the world; second to only Rothschild's Bank of England located in London. After the first
tower collapsed, by demolition no doubt, a 10-wheeler truck was abandoned under the
towers. As we know, this vehicle was completely load to the brim with gold bars.
Apparently, the operation had a mishap with their timing and this truck was evacuated,
yet the vast majority of the gold was already stolen.
When the Fed eliminates the dollar bill as a fiat (de-facto) currency, what will we
fall back on? People are growing concerned with the extensive building of F.I.M.A.
internment camps throughout the United States. When there's no food available, the
people themselves will flock to these camps in order to stay (temporarily) alive. Why is
nobody questioning this immeasurable building of camps and prisons across our
nation which currently have no use? Trump has additionally attacked the problematic
issues occurring on our southern border with Mexico. Although, I've always been
skeptical this is an act to allow huge scores of illegal immigrants to rush over the border
before it's closed; which will prove unable to accomplish, anyhow. The southern border
has been weakening our nation for 30-40 yrs. Now and is merely one example on a list of
allowed and/or encouraged problems leading towards the financial elite's ultimate goal
which is declaring Marshal Law to obtain ultimate control over the entire populace.
Voluminous amounts of our money has been directed into the incredibly expensive
construction of underground bases, which in all actuality are underground cities. These
bases travel miles and miles below ground level featuring everything required to maintain
thousands of people alive for centuries to come. If you're a common citizen and don't
belong to the Council of Foreign Relations or any other Illuminati group - then you'll
never gain access to these underground cities during a time of apocalypse, yet, will be
confined to one of the numerous concentration camps already built above ground in
America. Henceforth, what are they planning for?
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